Candidates should familiarise themselves with the computer based exam processes prior to sitting the paper by utilising the practice exam available on the PearsonVue website. This provides an experience of the functionality of the online exam, and future candidates are recommended to avail themselves of this opportunity.

Please Note:
Candidates who choose to commence the MCQ exam with the CAP section (rather than the EMQ section) should carefully note the warning messages that appear on the screen. Otherwise there is a possibility that they may find themselves exiting the examination prematurely at the end of the CAP section.

If candidates are at the final CAP question and need to commence the EMQ component, the “Navigator” button on the bottom of the window (see the screen shot below), is used to navigate to the start of the exam, where you can commence the EMQs.
If you press “Navigator” the following window appears. From here candidates can go to any question within the exam.

If candidates press “Next” on the final CAP question (1st screen shot), the “Navigator” button disappears.

The following screen is then presented to candidates:

**MCQ Examination - Candidate Name**

**Review Screen**

Below is a summary of your questions. You can review your questions in three (3) different ways.

The buttons in the lower right-hand corner correspond to these choices:

1. Review all of your questions and answers.
2. Review questions that are incomplete.
3. Review questions that are flagged for review. (Click the ‘flag’ icon to change the flag for review status.)

You may also click on a question number to link directly to its location in the exam.

- **Extended Matching Questions Section** (140 Unseen/Incomplete)
- **Critical Analysis Problem 1 Section** (16 Unseen/Incomplete)
- **Critical Analysis Problem 2 Section** (20 Unseen/Incomplete)

**End Review**  **Review All**  **Review Incomplete**  **Review Flagged**
Candidates then have the option to either:

1) **Review All** your completed questions.
2) **Review Incomplete** questions that you have not yet completed.
3) **Review Flagged** questions you have flagged and wanted to return to later.

(The only way to go back to the EMQs from this window is to either press “**Review Incomplete**” or “**Review All**”). This will take candidates to the first EMQ question in the exam.

If you click “End Review”, the below window appears:

If “No” is clicked, the ‘warning’ window disappears and the screen remains.
If “Yes” is clicked, you are presented with the second ‘warning’ window below:
If candidates click “No”, the second ‘warning’ window disappears and the above screen remains.

From here you can click the “Review Incomplete”, “Review All” or “Review Flagged” button to go back to your EMQ question.

If candidates click “Yes”, on the above screen, the exam will end and the below window will appear.

Please note if you click “End Review”, the above ‘warning’ window and the “Yes” and “No” options reappear.

You have completed the MCQ Examination.

End Exam
Multiple Choice Question (MCQ) Examination
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If candidates click “End Exam”, two options are given:

Click “No” and the ‘warning’ window will disappear and you will remain on the above window. Click “Yes” and the exam will end and the screens will disappear.
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